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Congruency Test 
 
Step 1 
Circle all the words that you think describe the ideal person you want 
to be, the person you believe is the full potential of who you are and 
will ever be. 
 
pretty  attractive  beautiful  cute  nice-looking  appealing  cool  sweet spiritual  wise  
nice  friendly  faithful  leader  strong  supportive  moral ethical  principled  good  
honest  decent  warm  loving  tender warmhearted  demonstrative  caring  kind  
affectionate  cordial  hospitable welcoming  amiable  cheerful  passionate  fiery  
enthusiastic  zealous arrogant  egocentric  altruistic  sympathetic  humane  selfless  
philanthropic  smart  dependent  free  gentle  thoughtful  domineering  submissive  
autonomous  creative  compassionate  self-sufficient  private  liberated  conventional  
objective  elegant  clever  stylish  intelligent  quick  charming  tidy  neat  thoughtful  
attentive  careful  watchful  alert  reliable  inspired  inventive  resourceful  ingenious  
productive  exciting  energetic  lively  vigorous  bouncy  active  joyful  blissful  pleased  
ecstatic  cheery  sane  rational  sensible  reasonable  normal  complete  capable  
genuine  inspiring  proud  approachable  peaceful  honest  giving  nurturing  
accomplished  whole  perfect  undivided  achiever  great  confident  compassionate  
content  humble  unassuming  happy  satisfied  comfortable  at  ease  relaxed  able  
knowledgeable  skilled  proficient  expert  adept  rich  wealthy  affluent  prosperous  
full  gorgeous  valuable  abundant  fruitful  powerful  deep  prolific  understanding  
dynamic  useful  helpful  constructive  beneficial  positive  functional  worthwhile 
 
 

Now count the number of words you circled in step 1. This 
will be called the Total Potential Score. 
 
 
Total Potential Score: ______ 
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Step 2. 
Now circle the words below that describe how you actually are at 
present. 
 
pretty  attractive  beautiful  cute  nice-looking  appealing  cool  sweet spiritual  
wise  nice  friendly  faithful  leader  strong  supportive  moral ethical  principled  
good  honest  decent  warm  loving  tender warmhearted  demonstrative  caring  
kind  affectionate  cordial  hospitable welcoming  amiable  cheerful  passionate  
fiery  enthusiastic  zealous arrogant  egocentric  altruistic  sympathetic  humane  
selfless  philanthropic  smart  dependent  free  gentle  thoughtful  domineering  
submissive  autonomous  creative  compassionate  self-sufficient  private  liberated  
conventional  objective  elegant  clever  stylish  intelligent  quick  charming  tidy  
neat  thoughtful  attentive  careful  watchful  alert  reliable  inspired  inventive  
resourceful  ingenious  productive  exciting  energetic  lively  vigorous  bouncy  
active  joyful  blissful  pleased  ecstatic  cheery  sane  rational  sensible  reasonable  
normal  complete  capable  genuine  inspiring  proud  approachable  peaceful  
honest  giving  nurturing  accomplished  whole  perfect  undivided  achiever  great  
confident  compassionate  content  humble  unassuming  happy  satisfied  
comfortable  at  ease  relaxed  able  knowledgeable  skilled  proficient  expert  
adept  rich  wealthy  affluent  prosperous  full  gorgeous  valuable  abundant  
fruitful  powerful  deep  prolific  understanding  dynamic  useful  helpful  
constructive  beneficial  positive  functional  worthwhile 
 
 

 
Now count the number of words you circled in step 2. This 
will be called the Actual Self Score. 
 
 
Actual Self Score: _____ 
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3. The Congruency Score is the percentage of words you circled in step 2 
(Actual Self Score) as compared to the total words scored in step 1 
(Total Potential Score). 
 
Congruency Score = Actual Self Score / Total Potential Score x 100 
 
For example, if your Total Potential Score was 120 and your Actual Self 
Score was 90, then your Congruency Score would be:      
90 /120 = .75 x 100 = 75% 

 
Interpretation 
90 to 100%, you are operating in your full potential range most of the time, 
finding happiness and joy from within. You are fulfilling your mission as you see it 
and very likely have good mental health. 
 
75 to 90%, you are in the positive range of living consistently with your 
authentic self. You have escaped serious damage to your personal truth, and it 
is largely unaffected by any negative life experiences you may have encountered. 
You have good self-esteem that will help you be successful. 
 
50 to 75%, you are in the positive range and have realized some good aspects 
of who you truly are. However, there are important aspects of your authentic self 
that you are not fully in touch with. There are very powerful strengths that you 
are denying yourself and there are some goals you do not feel worthy to achieve. 
You very likely have some self-doubt and lack of self confidence in truly 
appreciating your potential. 
 
35 to 50%, you are limiting yourself and using only a small part of who you 
really are. You need to make a concerted effort to get back to who you really are. 
You have been listening to the world telling you who you are, instead of being 
guided by an undistorted personal truth and concept of self. Much work is needed. 
 
1 to 35%, you are living in your fictional self. Your personal truth and self-
concept have been seriously damaged and distorted. You are wasting precious life 
energy. Your power is infected with fictional concepts and your efforts are 
misdirected to goals that are not your own 
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Actual Self 
Score                

141 - 150 100%               

131 - 140 93% 100%              

121 - 130 87% 93% 100%             

111 -120 80% 86% 92% 100%            

101 - 110 73% 795% 85% 92% 100%           

91 - 100 67% 71% 77% 83% 91% 100%          

81 - 90 60% 64% 69% 75% 82% 90% 100%         

71 - 80 53% 57% 62% 67% 73% 80% 90% 100%        

61 - 70 47% 50% 54% 58% 64% 70% 78% 88% 100%       

51 - 60 40% 43% 46% 50% 55% 60% 67% 75% 86% 100%      

41 - 50 33% 36% 38% 42% 46% 50% 56% 63% 71% 83% 100%     

31 - 40 27% 29% 30% 33% 37% 40% 45% 50% 57% 67% 80% 100%    

21 - 30 20% 22% 23% 25% 28% 30% 34% 38% 43% 50% 60% 75% 100%   

11 - 20 13% 14% 151% 17% 19% 20% 23% 25% 29% 33% 40% 50% 67% 100%  

1 - 10 7% 7% 8% 8% 9% 10% 12% 13% 14% 17% 20% 25% 33% 50% 100% 
Ranges of 

Total 
Potential 

Scores 
141 - 
150 

131 - 
140 

121 - 
130 

111 -
120 

101 - 
110 

91 - 
100 

81 - 
90 

71 - 
80 

61 - 
70 

51 - 
60 

41 - 
50 

31 - 
40 

21 - 
30 

11 - 
20 

1 - 
10 

 
  


